[Surgical treatment options for cervical paragangliomas].
The therapies available for the rare tumor entity of cervical paraganglioma (PG) are currently undergoing a paradigm shift. The treatment of choice for small carotid body tumors, malignant and active endocrine tumors is surgical resection; however, for locally advanced carotid body tumors and vagal PG, surgical therapy should be critically evaluated. Due to the immediate proximity of these hypervascularized tumors to the caudal cranial nerves, there is a risk of severe nerve damage with a significant impairment of quality of life after resection, particularly for locally advanced cervical PG, emphasizing further the importance of a restrictive surgical strategy. External radiotherapy can provide an equivalent primary therapeutic option with respect to the rate of recurrence and is accompanied by a lower morbidity. The slow rate of tumor progression and the multifocality of the familial variant of cervical PG or significant comorbidities in older, asymptomatic patients warrant a less aggressive treatment strategy for these tumors. When a wait and scan approach is implemented, a closely monitored radiological and clinical re-evaluation is of upmost importance. In a multidisciplinary approach the following critical points require consideration before a therapy is implemented,: size and location of the tumor, progression rate, genetic background, patient age and general condition, relevant comorbidities, the presence of synchronous PG and/or vasoactive catecholamine-producing tumors. Although best practice algorithms for the treatment of cervical PG have already been devised, recent innovative developments have led to more patient-tailored, individualized treatment approaches.